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Participants in an evidence 
ecosystem workshop in Cambodia 
conduct a systems-mapping 
exercise. Photo credit: Cambodia 
Development Resource Institute.



1. WHAT: What is the general context in which the case takes place? What organizational or
development challenge(s) or opportunities prompted you to collaborate, learn, and/or
adapt?

2. What two CLA Sub-Components are most clearly reflected in your case?



3. HOW: What steps did you take to apply CLA approaches to address the challenge or

opportunity described above?



4. RESULTS: Choose one of the following questions to answer.

We know you may have answers in mind for both questions; However please choose one to highlight as part of this
case story



5. ENABLING CONDITIONS: How have enabling conditions - resources (time/money/staff),

organizational culture, or business/work processes - influenced your results? How would

you advise others to navigate any challenges you may have faced?

The CLA Case Competition is managed by USAID's CLA Team in the Bureau for Policy, Planning and 

Learning (PPL) and by the Program Cycle Mechanism (PCM), a PPL mechanism implemented by Environmental 

Incentives and Bixal. 
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	Case Title: Adapting a systems thinking approach to increase evidence uptake
	Submitter: Katharina Anton-Erxleben & Megan McDermott
	Organization: University of Notre Dame, RAN, CDRI
	Summary: Promoting transformative change in education is difficult. Too often, education systems around the globe make decisions and programs without sufficient rigorous evidence to back them up. In response, the USAID-funded Supporting Holistic and Actionable Research in Education (SHARE) Activity, led by the University of Notre Dame (UND), funded and managed by USAID’s Center for Education and implemented by a network of international partners, advances USAID’s global education research priorities and contributes to improved education outcomes. SHARE’s challenge was to develop a process that could inform education policies and programs by making rigorous evidence more available and accessible to key decision-makers.Several barriers impact evidence uptake by key actors within education systems. To address this, SHARE developed a collaborative research approach that diagnoses, engages, and strengthens evidence ecosystems - the communities of interacting people, organizations, and resources that contribute to the generation, translation, and use of evidence for decision-making. The process incorporated Collaborating, Learning, and Adapting (CLA) principles at multiple levels: the process itself centers external collaboration with actors at regional and country levels, and SHARE has built in several mechanisms and structures to include opportunities to pause and reflect, conduct monitoring and evaluation for learning, and enable adaptive management across countries.Using CLA has enabled SHARE to adapt the process to local contexts and study needs and make improvements based on learnings from implementation. This is critical not only to generate research that is contextually appropriate and relevant but also to meaningfully engage key stakeholders and thereby increase chances for greater research uptake and evidence-based decision-making.
	Context: The Supporting Holistic and Actionable Research in Education (SHARE) Activity, led by the University of Notre Dame (UND), funded and managed by USAID’s Center for Education and implemented by a network of international partners, advances USAID’s global education learning priorities. The challenge is that to inform education policy and programming and ultimately contribute to improving education outcomes, just producing research is not enough. Evidence also needs to be made available and accessible to decision- makers and practitioners. Literature on evidence-based decision-making cites several common challenges to evidence uptake, including unavailable, fragmented, inaccessible, or irrelevant data and evidence; limited capacity of development actors to generate high-quality data and evidence; limited incentives and skills for evidence translation, and limited capacity or commitment of development actors to use data and evidence. To address this, SHARE developed a three-phase process for diagnosing, engaging, and strengthening evidence ecosystems - the communities of interacting people, organizations, and resources that contribute to the generation, translation, and use of evidence for decision-making. This process was applied to SHARE’s six multi-country studies across 12 low- and middle-income countries in Africa, Asia, and Latin America. In each SHARE study country, it was utilized to identify obstacles and opportunities related to the functioning of education evidence ecosystems. As implementation in each country progressed, the team captured and integrated learnings, and adapted processes to help SHARE better strengthen connections across the evidence ecosystem, help actors understand and realize their roles within the ecosystem, and improve the flow of evidence through the system.
	Dropdown2: [Adaptive Management]
	CLA Approach: SHARE’s global reach, multifaceted nature, and localization lens meant that the Activity needed a strong foundation of Collaborating, Learning, and Adapting (CLA) from the outset. Therefore, the Evidence Ecosystem Diagnostic Process was designed to incorporate CLA principles at multiple levels: the process itself centers external collaboration with actors at regional and country levels, and SHARE has built in several mechanisms and structures to facilitate opportunities to pause and reflect, conduct monitoring and evaluation for learning, and enable adaptive management across countries. SHARE’s regional partners in Africa and Latin America co-designed the process and provide continued technical and management assistance. They also ensure learning and continuity from one research cycle to the next. Simultaneously, country-level partners in SHARE’s study countries apply and adapt the overarching three-phased framework to their context through their own knowledge of the system, and by engaging regularly with other critical actors in their respective evidence ecosystem. Each phase in the SHARE research process is intended to facilitate reflection, stakeholder engagement, and learning to feed into and inform the subsequent phase. In Phase 1, SHARE reviews existing evidence and conducts its own preliminary research to identify critical gaps in the relevant research base and barriers to evidence uptake within each given evidence ecosystem. This provides insights in each country about the state of the education sub-system (language of instruction transition, book supply chains, social- emotional learning, and higher education financing and innovation) and the state of the evidence ecosystem in order to inform the implementation of Phase 2. In Phase 2, SHARE conducts participatory evidence ecosystem diagnostic workshops for each study, which engage stakeholders to dig further into key issues and potential root causes of apparent evidence gaps, the current state of the evidence ecosystem, its ideal state (as determined by stakeholders), and connections among actors in the system. The workshops also support the contextualization of the research design of the multi-country studies in each participating country. In Phase 3, the SHARE country-level teams convene advisory groups, which consist of key actors from different stakeholder categories in the evidence ecosystem. The advisory groups facilitate ongoing communication with key system actors related to SHARE’s research study, inform the research activities moving forward, identify strategies to increase chances of uptake of SHARE’s research findings, strengthen the capacity of the evidence ecosystem to create and use relevant, high-quality evidence in decision making, and give feedback to SHARE about their progress. Throughout the process, SHARE systematically collects data on the implementation and outcomes of the evidence ecosystem process - including participant power and gender dynamics and activity understanding, relevance, and engagement - allowing for rapid learning and adaptive management. This includes semi-structured observations of the workshops, debriefs at the end of each workshop day, and post-workshop participant feedback surveys. An evidence ecosystem working group within the core SHARE team meets bi-weekly to synthesize these insights and lead the continuous refinement of the process from one implementation cycle to the next. Semi-annual retreats with the UND team, and more recently USAID and regional and country-level partners, serve to review feedback on the process and proposed changes with the wider team. At the end of the current studies, SHARE will conduct endline surveys with the same stakeholders as in Phase 1 to capture changes in the evidence ecosystems, such as changes in connections between actors and changes in practices around evidence uptake and decision-making, over the course of SHARE’s engagement and to inform how SHARE can continue to improve its ecosystem strengthening efforts in its subsequent rounds of research.
	Dropdown1: [External Collaboration]
	Dropdown3: [A. DEVELOPM ENT RESULTS]
	Factors: Enabling conditions have been central to the development of SHARE’s collaborative and adaptive approach to the Evidence Ecosystems Diagnostic Process. SHARE began with a strong foundation of technical expertise on both the USAID and project teams across the six study areas and a network of partners already well connected with key stakeholders at the country level. The diversity of expertise and the novelty of SHARE’s overall approach have organically fostered an organizational culture of curiosity, open-mindedness, and ego-less collaboration, contributing significantly to SHARE’s ability to adaptively manage its approach. On the other hand, the nature of contracting mechanisms and sub-award processes have contributed to upholding power differences inherent in the industry and have hindered SHARE’s ability to bring partners on board quickly enough to allow for true co-creation of early design elements. Partners’ varying prior exposure to the methodologies used in the evidence ecosystem diagnostic process also limited their ability or comfort to lead some of the processes. SHARE is working to build in extra time for dedicated in-person training sessions and to create as much space as possible for greater partner contributions. In addition, while UND has been afforded the resources to fund a mostly full-time team, regional and local partners are allocated resources to cover them only through individual study periods. As a result, partner team members, as well as evidence ecosystem actors, are often juggling multiple other obligations at any given time. The collaborative culture of SHARE has resulted in genuine efforts from all partners to recognize these various demands, accommodate schedules, and work within certain time constraints. In sum, the most important recommendation SHARE can give to others is to be intentional about creating an organizational culture conducive to CLA, building in time for co-creation, and setting the stage for open, honest communication from the outset.
	DEVELOPM ENT RESULTS or ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS: CLA has helped the Activity significantly refine the process for ecosystem engagement. For example, in Phase 1, SHARE simplified the research instruments and shifted the focus more toward critical qualitative data. The structure of the workshop in Phase 2 evolved from a more prescriptive approach to one that focuses on objectives rather than specific activities depending on country context and study needs. In one study, for example, this meant focusing less on connections between system actors and more on the level of the country’s policy prioritization. Externally, SHARE has improved communication of the objectives to participants, including what to expect in terms of future engagement through Phase 3. SHARE is also adapting the advisory group format to allow for different levels of formality and frequency of engagement and is exploring working with an established education sector working group instead of creating a new group where feasible. This ability to iterate and adapt has enabled SHARE to continuously improve the engagement of the actors that are critical to promoting increased evidence uptake and evidence-based decision-making.Additionally, the evidence ecosystem diagnostic process intrinsically reflects key CLA principles. Collaboration with external stakeholders through the process has enabled SHARE to design and implement contextually relevant research and set the path for meaningful engagement of relevant evidence ecosystem actors. Preliminary data from workshop participant feedback indicate that the diagnostic approach has resulted in a better knowledge of the actors involved in the evidence ecosystem in each study country, how connected they are, and how they currently interact. The workshops have also led to new connections and collaborations among local stakeholders that had not been originally anticipated. In Phase 3, advisory groups convene and provide critical input on contextualizing the research designs. In Cambodia for example, the advisory group provided input on research processes and continues to support dissemination and policy uptake. 


